Connecting European Amazon channels

Brand internationalisation just a few clicks away
Internationalisation is the ideal way to significantly increase the reach of your product range. TB.One keeps
both administrative costs and the financial risk to a minimum. Existing products can be connected to Amazon‘s
European channels quickly and effortlessly. No major investments are required in order to open up foreign
markets. Request your Amazon integration now and profit from the 4-6 week integration period in order to be
optimally prepared for the Christmas shopping season.

Expand into multiple countries with minimal effort
Translations into each national language –
partnered agencies enable quick solutions

One-time management of price data and
activation of articles

Shipping to the target country, either directly
or via Amazon FBA

Integration times of 4-6 weeks until go live;
when using FBA 3 weeks only

Discover Europe‘s diversity with Amazon
Send your stock to local Amazon logistics centers. Orders via Amazon.de, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.fr,
Amazon.es, Amazon.com and Amazon.it will be shipped from Amazon‘s pooled warehouse stock without
generating fees for using the European Fulfilment Network.
 1 international marketplace

			
 Amazon FBA

 3 international marketplaces

			
 Amazon FBA

1,350.00 €
900.00 € 675.00 €

750.00 €
375.00 €

 2 international marketplaces

1,700.00 €

1,750.00 €
1,350.00 € 875.00 €

 4 international marketplaces
			
 Amazon FBA

3,400.00 €

850.00 €
450.00 €

2,550.00 €

The fees listed above are only valid for requests placed by the end of september 2017.

			
 Amazon FBA

1,999.00 €
1,800.00 € 999.00 €

Connecting European Amazon channels

Brand internationalisation just a few clicks away
Expand internationally and increase your turnover with Amazon‘s Pan-European Shipping. This new all-in-one
solution will help you reach millions of customers all across Europe while keeping shipping fees low and simplifying
inventory management. Sell across national borders while continuing to operate locally. Amazon will manage
shipping and take care of customer service.

Benefit from Pan-European Fulfillment By Amazon
Higher potential turnover as you can reach more customers with less effort: Offer any
selection of your ASINs on all five European Amazon marketplaces, and reach more than 80 million
buyers who visit these marketplaces every month.

Simplified inventory management: Send your selection of ASINs to fulfilment centers in just
one country. Amazon will then distribute them among its European warehouses, and will respond
to orders from all marketplaces by shipping from this pool of stock.

Fast shipping at low rates: The shipping fee will be determined by the selling marketplace‘s
rates, no matter where your stock is being stored. This system enables you to price your articles
more competitively throughout the whole of Europe.

Reliable Amazon customer service: The Fulfillment by Amazon logo shows customers that
packaging, shipping, customer service, replacements and returns will be handled by Amazon in the
language of the respective website.

Everything else will be taken care of: Have your qualified ASINs registered for Amazon’s PanEuropean Fulfilment and make sure the corresponding stock is sent to an Amazon logistics center.
Amazon will then handle shipping for all of its European marketplaces.

Legal requirements for products and the offering, selling, transport and storage thereof, as well as commercial
and logistical processes may vary in each country. Please contact your Key Account Manager, or write to us at
Sales@Tradebyte.com if you would like further information, or if you have questions about the Amazon
channels available.

